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Clarinet in B-flat 
Bassoon 
 
Horn in F (mute) 
Trumpet in C (straight mute) 





Percussion 1: Bass Drum, Triangle (medium) 
Percussion 2: Tam-tam (medium, shared with Perc. 3), 
Crotales (high octave), 2 tom-toms (middle, low) 
























At the time of writing Long Hours, I worked an evening job in addition to my usual musical 
activities. This piece is a journey through a typical day at work, with all the trials and tribulations 
that come with it. 
 
The piece opens in a dreamlike state, awakening slowly. The viola soloist rises out of this 
texture with calm, simple melodies, setting the stage for the first half: a period of rest before a 
chaotic evening shift. As the soloist begins to develop these themes, the ensemble’s texture goes 
through periodic and subtle changes. After some time, the tone becomes more anxious, as if in 
anticipation of what is to come. Reaching a climax, the piece then abruptly becomes quieter, but 
still alert. 
 
Suddenly, the pace quickens to begin the piece’s second half. Gone are the peaceful 
moments of daytime: with minimal exceptions, the energy never lets up. Here, the soloist takes on 
a constant narrative role, repeating and developing a number of new themes. Surrounding it at all 
times are various sections of the ensemble, shifting immediately between accompanimental 
textures every few moments. Within this erratic environment, a feeling of stress slowly develops, 
though reminders of the calmer daytime occasionally creep in. 
 
After the ensemble bursts into another climax, the soloist launches into a pseudo-cadenza, 
an outpouring of tension and worry. Growing calmer, the music finally transitions back to where 
it began – a return to rest and tranquility after a long day’s effort. As a whole, then, Long Hours 
showcases a duality between day and evening: through both peace and chaos, the piece expresses 








































Distant and dreamlike; as if rising from sleep
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